
ECB’s optimism on 
vaccine supports 
euro debt markets
LONDON: Eurozone government bond yields
nudged down on Friday, as central bank com-
ments that the economic outlook remains
unclear even with hopes for a coronavirus vac-
cine comforted debt markets that more mone-
tary policy stimulus is on its way. The heads of
the Federal Reserve and the European Central
Bank on Thursday welcomed the encouraging
results in trials of a vaccine candidate for the
novel coronavirus but stressed that the economic
outlook will remain uncertain.

“They all shared similar concerns that a
potential Covid-19 vaccine would not end the
economic challenges of the pandemic,” said
Deutsche Bank strategist Jim Reid.

Monday’s upbeat news from Pfizer about a
COVID-19 vaccine sparked a heavy selloff in US
and European bond markets as investors jumped
to price in a brighter outlook, although that opti-
mism faded as the week progressed. The French
government said late on Thursday that there
would be no easing for at least two weeks of the
country’s second COVID-19 lockdown, with the
number of people in hospital with coronavirus
now higher than at the peak of the first wave.

In early trade, Germany’s benchmark 10-year
Bund yield was down 1.5 basis points on the day
at -0.54 percent and moving further away from
2-month highs hit on Wednesday.

The sharp selloff in bonds at the start of the
week still left Bund yields up 7 bps on the week
and set for their biggest weekly jump since
August. With the eurozone likely heading back
into recession this quarter, the ECB has already
said it would provide more stimulus in
December. This week’s comments from ECB offi-
cials have only reinforced the expectation of
more stimulus ahead.

Bond yields across the euro area nudged low-
er, with Italian 10-year debt yields a touch lower
on the day at 0.64 percent , keeping record lows
hit around 0.57 percent in sight. Chris Bailey,
European Strategist at Raymond James, said that
the talk of more stimulus at a central bank forum
hosted by the ECB this week was best summed
up by ECB policymaker Francois Villeroy de
Galhau remarks on the “need to do more”. “An
unsubtle hint ahead of the ECB’s December
meeting,” said Bailey. — Reuters
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KUWAIT: Ooredoo Telecom, the first to intro-
duce innovative digital services in Kuwait, has
revealed that pre-orders for the iPhone12 devices
have reached a record in only 2 days through
Ooredoo’s eShop which wil l  last unti l  this
Thursday, November 19.

Yousef Al-Shallal, Director of Marketing -
Ooredoo Kuwait enthused saying: “The pre-orders
for the iPhone 12 line have witnessed a massive
turnout only a few hours after our announcement on
November 13, 2020.  “We are pioneers in providing
every customer a unique and unparalleled digital
experience with every purchasing process they
make, and we are beyond pleased to bring the latest
products and services that aim to meet the growing
and changing demands of the modern customer. At
Ooredoo, we are always committed to enriching
people’s digital lives,” Al-Shallal added. 

With a beautiful all-new design, iPhone 12
devices feature unparalleled new camera systems,
edge-to-edge Super Retina XDR displays for a

more immersive viewing
experience, the biggest
jump in durability with
the Ceramic Shield front
cover, and Apple-
designed A14 Bionic
chip, the fastest chip in a
smartphone.   

Pre-orders of the all-
new iPhone12 mini,
iPhone12, iPhone12 Pro
and iPhone12 Pro max
are still open, noting that
the devices will be avail-
able for customers on
Friday, November 20, 2020 in selected branches
and on the company’s official website www.oore-
doo.com.kw. 

For pre-orders, and more details on pricing and
availability details, please visit https://www.oore-
doo.com.kw/portal/en/ip12_preorder 

Yousef Al-Shallal

Ooredoo Kuwait sets pre-order 
record for iPhone12 in 2 days

Pre-booking process takes only 5 seconds through Ooredoo Kuwait’s website to completion

PARIS: Energy firms are undertaking
financially risky natural gas extraction
projects from the Arctic to Africa
made feasible by government-backed
loans and guarantees, jeopardizing
efforts to curb global warming,
experts say. As pressure from the
public and investors to green their
portfolios grows, and the cost of
renewable energy continues to fall, oil
and gas majors are finding it harder
to attract investment on new fossil
fuel projects.

They are also increasingly reliant
on government-backed funding-in the
form of loans or insurance-several
industry experts told AFP.

Eight export credit agencies award-
ed loans to French oil giant Total in
July, when the company signed a
$14.9-billion financing agreement for a
liquefied natural gas (LNG) project in
Mozambique. The province where the
sites are located, Cabo Delgado, has
been grappling with a jihadist insur-
gency since 2017 that has killed more
than 1,000 people.

Certain energy projects have
become “very risky in general, let
alone in regions with unstable poli-
tics”, said Dylan Tanner from
Influence Map, which monitors the
energy sector. Beyond security issues,
the think tank highlighted in a report
last year the risk of “asset stranding”
due to increasingly competitive
renewable energy and tighter climate
regulations. Credit export agencies
use government-backed funds to
shore up projects.

If the projects go sideways due to
geopolitics or become obsolete as

technology and environmental policy
evolves, they end up costing the state,
not private investors.

“If there is a problem, taxpayers
will pay for the damages, not the
companies,” Cecile Marchand, from
Friends of the Earth France, told AFP.
“Commercial banks would not take
the risk of lending so much money on
the long term without any insurance.”

‘Aware of climate concerns’ 
As well as the risk of financial loss

and stranded assets, experts say proj-
ects such as Total’s in Mozambique
also call into question states’ commit-
ment to combat climate change.

The 2015 Paris treaty enjoins
nations to limit global temperature
rises to “well below” two degrees
Celsius (3.6 Fahrenheit) above pre-
industrial levels through sweeping
emissions cuts.

In order to meet a more ambitious
cap of 1.5C of warming, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) — the world’s leading
body on the issue-says fossil gas use
must decline from 132.95 Exajoules in
2020 to 112.51 Exajoules in 2030.
“Such a decline cannot happen if the
global gas industry continues to
expand,” Ted Nace from Global
Energy Monitor told AFP.

Mozambique has already been bat-
tered by extreme weather events, a
consequence of climate change.

Cyclone Idai-the strongest storm
on record to hit southern Africa-
struck in March 2019, leaving around
700 people dead and displacing 1.5
million others. A little over a month

after Idai, northern Mozambique was
hit by another devastating storm,
Cyclone Kenneth. Scientists also warn
of the consequences of methane leaks,
inherent to LNG projects. “Total is ful-
ly aware of climate concerns, has pub-
licly recognized them for a long time,
takes them into account in its strate-
gies and develops concrete actions,” a
company spokesperson said.

‘Not fair’ 
France put an end to hydrocarbon

extraction in 2017, but has left the
door open to continuing to finance
projects overseas until 2035. Analysts
say this puts it on a collision course
with the goals of a deal it midwifed-
the Paris accord requires each signa-
tory to report only domestic emis-
sions, not those it finances elsewhere.
“This is clearly not fair, since in many
cases (such as the Mozambique LNG
project), the gas will not be used
domestically,” Nace said.

“It would make more sense for

responsibility for such projects to
rest with the wealthy countries that
will use the gas.”  France’s credit
export agency Bpifrance is consider-
ing giving a guarantee of 700 million
euros ($827 million) to Total for a
project in the Russian Arctic, an
amount confirmed by the company.
Total has a 10 percent stake in the
Arctic LNG 2 project, which aims to
export the equivalent of seven billion
barrels of oil — 12 times France’s
annual consumption.

In a document obtained by AFP,
Total said the “continued support”
provided by the French treasury and
Bpifrance has been “paramount to the
success of Yamal LNG”, the other
major extraction projects in the Arctic.
Global Energy Monitor warned last
year that new gas exploration-no mat-
ter where it occurred-”threatens to
lock in massive amounts of green-
house gas emissions and negate any
chance of limiting global warming to
the 1.5C tipping point.” — AFP

COVID deepens
Cambodia’s 
loan crisis
SIEM REAP, Cambodia: Trapped
under a mountain of crippling debt,
Cambodian farmer Roeurn Reth fears
she will have to sell her land to repay
microfinance loans that have bal-
looned due to pandemic-spurred job
losses in her family. What started as a
$3,000 sum from a loan shark for her
son’s wedding has now grown to
about $7,000, she says-the result of
additional financial needs that have
cropped up.

Her sons-who crossed illegally into
neighboring Thailand-previously sent
money home to help with repay-
ments, but they are now out of work.
“Because of COVID, we could not
find jobs... and my sons do not have
money,” she tells AFP tearfully, out-
side her modest home in northern
Siem Reap province.

“Now, I cannot clear my debts.”
Roeurn Reth, 50, is among more than
2.6 million Cambodians who have
turned to microfinance because of
limited access to traditional banking.

But in poor countries with little
regulatory oversight, the practice
has come under fire for predatory
tactics including targeting rural vil-
lages where residents have limited
financial acumen.

In Cambodia where the average
yearly income is a meager $1,700,
borrowers in 2019 racked up a total
debt of $10 billion to microfinance
lenders. This puts the kingdom at an
average loan of $3,804 per person-
the highest amount in the world,

according to local  r ights group
Licadho.

A lack of enforcement also has
illegal lenders offering “throat-slit-
tingly high” interest rates of up to 30
percent over a year, says Licadho’s
Am Sam Ath. The informal lending
industry has long been a complicat-
ed issue for the kingdom, he
explains, with Cambodians turning to
licensed microfinance institutions to
repay private lenders only to find
themselves trapped in a cycle of
debt to more lenders.

“With the COVID pandemic and
floods in the rural areas, people face
double the trouble, with more diffi-
culties over debts,” he says. While
Cambodia itself has recorded only
around 300 cases, the pandemic has
seen tens of thousands of migrant
workers return from Thailand as jobs
have dried up, putting families living
paycheque-to-paycheque under
strain. In desperation, Roeurn Reth
and her husband travelled from their
sleepy village of Trapeang Veng to
the capital Phnom Penh to look for
jobs at construction sites, only to be
rejected because of their age.

She worries the next time the
debtors come they will bully her to
sell her house and rice fields which
they hold as collateral. “I am so wor-
ried every day, I swallow rice bitter-
ly,” she says.

‘Easy cash’  
Surrounded by lush rice fields, the

remote Trapeang Veng is only acces-
sible by bumpy roads, 50 kilometers
(30 miles) from the tourist hotspot of
Angkor Wat. Faded posters advertis-
ing “easy cash” are tacked up on
coconut trees across the village, tout-
ing loans as a simple path to fulfilling
aspirations from motorbikes and trac-

tors to dream homes.
But many houses have been aban-

doned by owners who have fled to
avoid debt collectors. 

These houses are difficult to miss,
says village chief Dorm Deam, point-
ing at a concrete home with ornate
wooden carvings on the padlocked
front door.  “Since the coronavirus
pandemic, the situation has gotten
worse,” he said. “They are strangled
by debts.”  Today, more than three-
quarters of Trapeang Veng’s 113 fami-
lies owe a total sum of some
$300,000. Human rights groups have
called for the government to put a
freeze on repayments and demanded
lenders return more than one million
land titles held as collateral.

Some 270,000 Cambodians have
had their loans restructured in recent
months to cope with the economic
fallout of the virus, National Bank of
Cambodia director Chea Serey says.

Children abroad 
With so many working-age

Cambodians migrating to neighbouring
Thailand for work-up to two million
according to rights groups-the remain-
ing residents in Trapeang Veng are
mostly the elderly and children. Villager
Penh Tay says her daughter and two
sons had crossed the border, but lost
their jobs after the virus outbreak.

“I hoped my children in Thailand
could help, but now they don’t have
jobs,” the 53-year-old tells AFP as she
combs her granddaughter’s hair. With a
combined debt of $20,000 to a micro-
finance group and two informal lenders,
Penh Tay says she cries herself to sleep
at night. One lender seized her cow last
month after she missed a repayment
deadline. “I’m scared of losing my
house and having no place to live,” she
says, adding that her neighbor was
forced to sell. “I don’t know what they
will take from me next.” — AFP

Roeurm Reth, who owes huge microfinancing debts, sitting outside her house at
a village in Siem Reap province. —AFP

Stock investors 
cast wary eye 
on yield rally
NEW YORK: As Treasury yields rally to multi-
month highs, some investors are gauging how a
more sustained rise could impact equity markets.
Yields on the 10-year Treasury, which move
inversely to bond prices, rose to a seven-month
high of 0.97 percent in the past week on hopes that
breakthroughs in the search for a COVID-19 vac-
cine would eventually translate to a boost in eco-
nomic growth.

That’s still low, by historical standards: yields are
a full point below their levels at the start of January
and below their 5-year average of 2.05 percent,
according to Refinitiv data. The Federal Reserve has
pledged to keep interest rates near historic lows for
years to come in its bid to support growth, and past
rallies in yields have faded in recent years.

Expectations that a vaccine against the coron-
avirus could fuel a broad economic revival, howev-
er, have also spurred bets that yields could continue
edging higher. That could potentially weaken the
case for holding shares that have become expensive
during the S&P 500’s 58 percent rally from its lows
of the year. “If growth turns out better than any-
body thought, the bad news is that the Fed might
not have as much control over the extended curve,”
said Ralph Segall, chief investment officer at firm
Segall, Bryant & Hamill. “That would probably
cause stocks to pause.”

Analysts at Goldman Sachs this week forecast
Treasury yields will hit 1.3 percent by the end of
next year and 1.7 percent by 2022. They also raised
their forecast for the S&P to 4,100 by the middle of
next year, a roughly 16 percent gain from recent
levels. For now, analysts believe yields have some
way to go before they become an obstacle to fur-
ther stock gains.

The benchmark S&P 500 has climbed by an
average of 1.37 percent a month during rising rate
environments when the yield 10-year Treasury
remained at 3 percent or below, according to Sam
Stovall, chief investment strategist at research firm
CFRA. The S&P 500 gained an average of 0.53
percent a month with yields above 3 percent, he
said. How quickly yields rise also matters, said
Stephanie Link, chief investment strategist at
Hightower Advisors.

A gradual increase as the economy improves
allows companies time to roll over or refinance
debt, while a sharp jump higher is more likely to
shock the market, she said. —Reuters

Public money guarantees ‘risky’
fossil fuel projects: Experts


